
Poster Presentation Worksheet 

Directions: Write one to two paragraphs for each of the two audiences below that summarizes how you 

would explain your poster to a visitor.  Imagine yourself presenting your poster and giving a two-minute 

summary of your research to someone; think about how you should adjust your explanation for a 

general audience versus someone who has more background in your area of research.  You will submit 

this worksheet along with your poster and it will be posted online. 

1. Your explanation for a general audience: 

Chemical synthesis, although we may rarely think about it, is integral to our daily lives 

through things like cleaning products, makeup, agriculture, and medicines. A recent push 

for greener synthesis has resulted in a host of new reaction types, specifically using light as 

a source of energy. I study one of these reactions that combines multiple different 

molecules into one big, new molecule. This is called a cross-coupling reaction. I am studying 

this because a lot of chemical synthesis yields harmful products or can be very wasteful. 

This reaction is unique as it is a novel way to combine multiple compounds and make a 

complex molecule in a single step with environmentally friendly waste products. It does this 

using light energy in a process called decarboxylative cross-coupling, or the removal of a 

carboxylic acid to form a molecule. Just like dyes absorb light, a photocatalyst (a dye) is used 

to harness light energy. I study this reaction by altering what types of chemical groups are 

attached to the carbonate represented by the R group. 

 I perform my reactions in an air free environment and then place them in front of blue 

light. I then isolate my product from the rest of the reaction and analyze it to make sure I 

achieved the product I expected. Then, I calculate a reaction yield to determine the success 

of the carbonate.  

 Through this research, I found that the carbonates with larger R groups led to higher 

yields. In some cases, another product called the allylated product was formed. This product 

is formed when one of the reactants is not involved in product formation. The yield of this 

allylated product was higher when the R group was more simple.  

2. Your explanation for a professor from your department: 

Chemical synthesis integral to our daily lives through things like cleaning products, 

makeup, agriculture, and medicines. A recent push for greener synthesis has resulted in a 
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host of new reaction types, specifically photocatalyzed reactions. I am studying dual-

catalyzed three-component cross-coupled reactions that function through decarboxylation. 

The reaction I am studying is one discovered by Tunge group member Kaitie Cartwright. I 

am analyzing the substrate scope on the carbonate component of the reaction. This 

reaction is particularly useful as it gives a way to build molecular complexity in a single step 

and produces little waste.  

My reaction is assembled under inert atmosphere in a glovebox, then I place the reaction in 

front of a blue LED overnight. Then I purify my reaction through column chromatography and 

analyze my product by NMR.  

I found that the more substituted the carbonate, the higher the reaction yield. Additionally, 

an allylated product was isolated in some cases. The yield of the allylated product was found to 

be higher when the substituent group was smaller.  
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